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mE INJ'RARED ABSORPTION 
OF SOME 

HYDRAZINE XONOHALIDES 

INTRODUCTION 

The infrared spectrum ot a substance is character

istic ot the structure of t he individual molecules. In 

particular, the near infrared spectrum, between 2.5 and 

25 microns, is characteristic ot the molecular vibrations 

and, to some extent, ot the molecular rotations. The 

study of such spectra has led to a detailed and quant.ita

tive knowledge ot the molecular structure ot many sub

stances. 

The compounds studied here are h;ydrazine monochlo

r1de and hydrazine monobromide. These are colorless 

crystalline solids with melting points at about 89°C and 

80°0, respectively (10, pp .J2J-J24). The crystal 

structure ot N2H5Cl has been round {lJ) to be ortho

rhombic with a : 21.99, b =12.60, o • 4.44 1. There 

are sixteen molecules per unit cell, and the space group 

is C~~. According to Haltord (S, pp .S-15), this means 

that the site group tor the NZff; ion is c1 (no symaetr.y). 

Theretore ·• all fundamental vibrations should appear in 

both the infrared and Raman spectra. This should also be 

true tor the highest probable symmetry ot the N2ff~ ion 

alone., consisting ••rely ot a plane (Cs). 

The infrared spectrum of powdered NZff5Cl in an oil 

emulsion has been published tor the range trom 2 to 15 
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aicrons (9, p.l60)) and the Raman spectra ot both N2H5cl 

and B2D5Cl in aqueous solution have been studied 

(), pp.225-237), (4., pp.520-525). In the Raman spectra, 

nine tundamentals were observed tor both compounds, and 

the NN stretching vibration was identified with a band at 

965 cm-1 in the xza,cl spectrum. 

The aim or the present research is to make a 

detailed study of the infrared spectra ot crystalline 

N2B5~1 and H~5:ar, and, as tar as possible, to 1dentitr 

the fundamental frequencies and interpret thea in tel"DD8 

ot JaOleoular structure. 
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THEORY OF INFRARED SPECTRA 

GENERAL. In a non-linear molecule composed ot N 

atoms, there are three degrees of freedom associated with 

each atom. The whole molecule has JN degrees or freedom, 

of which three are translational, three are rotational, 

and the reJIL8.1ning JN-6 are vibrational. In the solid 

state, the three translational motions become very low 

frequency vibrations of the molecule about its equili

brium position in the cr,ystal lattice. Similarly, the 

rotations are restricted, and so become vibrations of low 

freq1.1ency. Usually these types of vibration, which are 

frequently designated as "lattice modes",, occur at wave 

lengths beyond the 25 micron limit imposed by the 

potassium bromide prism, and the remaining JN-6 vibrations, 

designated as "molecular modes", will be primarily con

sidered in the rest of thfs discussion• 

. According to the quantum theory, the energies ot 

vibration are quantized, and are given by 

€ = he w (v + i) (1)v 
where ~v is the vibrational energy, h is Planck's 

constant, c is the velocity ot light, UJ is the vibration 

frequency in waves per centimeter and v is the vibration 

quantum number which can have any non-negative integral 

value. This equation is not quite exact, because it 

assumes the molecule to be a harmonic oscillator, which is 



only an approximation. change 

in v to •1, so that it the energy is increased, A e.., : heW. 

It the vibration in question involves a changing dipole 

moment, it can interact with radiant energy to absorb a 

quantum ot light he w • 6 E.v, where W , the frequency ot 

the li~t absorbed in waves per centimeter, or wave 

numbers, is the same as the vibration frequency. The 

resulting decrease in intensity ot the transmitted light 

ot frequency OJ appears as an absorption band, It ia 

called a fundamental band when it results trom !lv =1. 

Since molecular vibrations are not exactly harmonic, 

energy changes tor !lv > 1--overtones--aar occur, but with 

a small probability. Similarly, simultaneous absorptions 

ot energy by two different fundamental vibrations mar 

produce a combination band, tor which the probabilitr is 
• 

also small. In general the absorption bands produced by 

each ot these occurrences are weak, and thus are not too 

easily mistaken tor fundamentals. 

CORRILA'l'ION OJ' SPECTRUM WI'm STRUCTURE. In order 

to correlate the observed fundamentals with particular 

vibrations ot any molecule, a particular structure must 

be assumed, and equations of motion tor the molecule set 

up, assuming the potential energy to be a quadratic fora 

in the internal coordin.ates. By introducing normal 

coordinates, in terms ot which the kinetic and potential 

energies become diagonal forms, the vibrations ot a 
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molecule can be resolved into "normal vibrations", which 

are independent of tran$lation and rotation. In a normal 

vibration, all atoms must maintain a simple harmonic 

motion about their respective equilibrium positions with 

the same frequency, and the center of gravity must not 

move. It is found upon study of any molecular struQture 

that )N-6 independent normal vibrations are possible 

{JN-5 tor linear molecules), and their frequencies can be 

found by solving the JN-6 simultaneous equations of motion. 

It a molecule has one or more axes ot three-told or 

higher symmetry, there will be two or more solutions ot 

the energy equations which coincide, i.e •. , two or more 

vibrations have the same frequency. Such vibrations are 

said to be degenerat•· Fewer than )N-6 fundamental bands 

will then appear. While molecules with lesser symmetry 

cannot give rise to such degenera~y, local symmetry in a 

large molecule may cause appropriate frequencies to be so 

close together that their absorption bands are not re

solved experimentally, and the spectrum will appear to be 

that ot a molecule ot hi$her symmetry. 

The calculation ot the vibration frequencies is a 

formidable un4ertaking tor a molecule with more than three 

or tour atoaa, and the interatomic distances and force 

constants which are involved ~ not be known accurately. 

Further, the equations are based on the assumption ot 

harmonic motion, which is only approximately correct, so 
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that aside from the other obstucles, there will still be 

an inherent error between the o~lculated and observed 

frequencies. 

less rigorous but uuoh easier approach is the 

application of a few generalities discovered trom other 

spectral studies. For eXf ple, a GiVen bond between two 

i ven atoms is usually found to l.)roduco an absorption band 

somewhere within a fairly limited region of the speotrwn, 

and tables listing the usual frequency ranges tor all ot 

the ordinary bonds are available (14, p.l43}. few 

common bonds and their usual stretching frequencies are: 

CH, 2900-JlOO om-1; NH, Jl00-3500 cm·l; and OH, )100

JSOO om•l. Although the above taots obviousl7 take no 

account or the nature ot the rest of the molecule• the 

fundamental vibration may be thought of as being dominated 

b7 vibration or the bortd :tn question. 

~ Teller-Red~ioh product ~· 

molecule is replaced by an isotope, tlie frequencies or the 

fundamental vibrations ohanse, the amount dop$nding on the 

extent to which the itotope participates in each given 

motion. The force constants are practically unchanged by 

isotopic substitution, since they are determined by the 

electronic structure, so that a heavier isotope will lower 

the vibration rrequencie~. A number or equations have . 

been derived relating the ratios ot the fundamental 
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vibration frequencies before and atter substitution to the 

molecular parameters, the most useful ot which is the 

Teller-Redlich product rule (6, p.2)1). Applied to the 

substitution or one isotope in a non-linear molecule, such 

as deuterium tor hyd~ogen in the hydrazonium ion, this 

rule states: 

(YLt)2 
: (•.' n{!!))(It Ij Ij) (2)

Wi ~ \i Ix 11 Iz 

where the uv •s are fundamental vibration frequencies in 

wave numbers, a is the mass of the substituted atom, n is 

the nwaber of vibrations in which the substituted atom 

participates, M is the molecular weight, the l's are .the 

moments of inertia about the three principal axes, and the 

asterisks refer to the isotopic molecule. 

In order to calculate the moments of inertia, a 

particular geometrical structure must obviously be assumed. 

If the molecule has sy.maetr.y, this general rule mar be 

broken down into simpler equations, separating motions 

which are srmmetric from those which are anti-symmetric 

with respect to· each element of symmetrr involved. B7 

fitting the frequencies of the experimentally observed 

bands into the equations so that good agreement is 

reached, assignment of the fundamental frequencies aay be 

simplified. 
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The · RYdrazonium !2!.• The N~5Cl molecule·' is i -onic 

in aqueous solution, as &"f.i4enced_ ,by., itii_·Jtlectrlcal con

ductivitt .-(1, p.212) •> It it were ·also ionic in the 
I. - • 

crystalline state, , ~he chlorine . a~om · ahould haV.i little .. ·- . . . _.... .... ..... 
ettect'· ·upon · ~hi' intrared· ·apeotr\.ua; ·• theYettective'·&tructure 

·. ~--''\~{ .... . . . ' - 

beins theJ:l · t~e N2B~ ion.~ It the aam.e appi1'e4 to lfi!sBr, 

ita spectrum should be very similar~ ·The aost probable 

structure tor the N2H$ i~)i~ ,+(\ h·e: .staggered configuration 
. ,..,. I\- J.. ~- - 

shown in figure 4.. Sino! th_e. :plane ot .•Y••try 1a the 

only aylllietry element, · -there will be no degeneracy, and 
1.• 

all fifteen fundamental vibration frequencies should 

appear 1n both the intrared and Raman spectra. 
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EXPERIMENTAL 

THE INFRABEl> SPEC'l'ROMETER. General. The instru

ment used tor obtaining absorption curves was a Perkin

E1mer model 12-C infrared spectrometer equipped with a 

number or accessories (S, pp.j2-50). The basic unit 

consists ot a Global" aotiroe, a Li.ttrow type prism and 

Dlirror, a thermocouple detector and appropriate slits and 

mirrors to complete the optical system. The prism mount

ing is connected to a band micrometer to permit rotation 

ot the prism to any desired setting. 

In addition to this, an eleotrio mi>tor 1s connected 

to the. micrometer through a gear box so tb;at the prism can 

be rotated automatically at any of four speeds--1, 2, 4, 

or 8 minutes per micrometer revolution. The spectral 

range corresponding. to a micrometer revolution varies with 

the region covered. 

The Globar l18ht source, which 1s a carborundum rod 

heated by passing an eleotric current through it, emits a 

spectrum which is very nearly that of a black body. The 

energy in the infrared is still very low, however, so that 

the thermocouple output is tar too small to be useful 

direc~ly. ~or this reason, there is a sector disk in the 

light path which chops the light into pulses with a tre• 

quency ot ten cycles per second. The resultant pulsating 

current from the thermocouple is amplified, rectified an4 
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then ted to an automatic pen recorder, 

permanent record ot intensity versus wavelength or 

trequency. 

Three interchangeable prisms cover the region 

400-4000 wave numbers (25-2.5 microns). The prisms and 

their regions ot best resolution, in wave numbers, are: 

KBr, 400-1000; NaCl, 700-2000; LiJ', 1700•4000.. A oalib

ra,ion chart had previously been made tor each priaa, 

relating aicrometer scale readings 'o wave numbers. This 

waa accomplished by determining th• micrometer scale 

readinas corresponding to absorption banda ot known fre

quency ot a number of materials, in particular, H2o, co2• 

RH3, HCl, and ca4 vapor. The wave numbers ot a autticient 

number of auch banda were then plottet against the micro

meter scale readings, and a smooth curve drawn. This 

procedure was followed tor each priam. 

Each time priam& were chansed, the one being 

inserted had to be carefully adjusted to the position at 

which it had been calibrated. This waa done by making 

some convenient carbon dioxide or water band coincide with 

a predeterained micrometer setting. The final ad~ust

ments were aade by recording the spectral region in 

question. It was noted, however, that the lag in the 

recorder response with double beam operation (see below) 

was autficient to make the calibration vary with the 

soanni~ speed. Thus, after careful calibration at a 
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given speed, a record made at a different speed might be 
1in error up to about 5 ca· , depending on the region. 

Making runs at or near the speed ot calibration minimized 

the error. 

Since the energy emitted by the Globar at a given 

frequency is a function of that frequency--roughly varying 

according to the black body curve-·each sample run must be 

auppleaented by a blank run made under conditions which 

are identical except tor the absence ot the sample. The 

curTe thus obtained represents "100 per oent transmission" 

at every frequency. The ratio of the transmission ot the 

sample curve to that of the blank curve is then the per 

cent transmission at each frequency. This is calculated 

for a sufficient number of points and replotted. 

Double ~ operation. As can be imagined, the 

above procedure is very time consuming. It 1s also sub

ject to the criticism that some of the operating condi

tions may change in the time between the blank run and the 

sample run. For instance. a change in atmospheric 

conditions between runs could easily occur which would 

aftect the record• since both water vapor and oarbon 

dioxide absorption bands appear in the infrared region. 

For these reasons• the instrument is also equipped with a 

aeana tor running sample and blank simultaneously and 

delivering to the recorder the tranamiasion ratio 

(12, pp.203~212). This is accomplished by using a 
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different sector disk which chops the upper and lower 

halves ot the light beam out ot phase, the two signals 

tram the detector being separated after amplification by 

electric switches which are synchronized with the sector 

disk. The sample is placed in one halt ot the beam and 

the blank in the other. The synchronization is difficult 

to aohieve, and quantitative compa~isons ot the per cent 

transmission obtained with the double beam and the single 
' beaa methods under the same conditions have not been made, 

so that no absolute significance can be attached to the 

exact values ot per oent transmission obtained by the 

double beam method. There appears no reason to doubt the 

relative values, however, and absolute transmission values 

would be useless, it known, due to the tact that sample 

thicknesses were not measured. · 

One inherent disadvantage ot the double beam method 

ot operation is that the sample and blank each use only 

halt ot the total energy, so that tor given conditions, 

the thermocouple output is only halt what it would be 

under single beam operation. This situation would cause 

a loss 1n sensitivity, as the recorder would not respond 

as readily to the smaller changes in signal corresponding 

to a given change in transmission. To make up tor this, · 

the signal must be amplified to a greater degree, or the 

slit width must be increased. The first solution intro

duces too quch electrical "noise" into the system-
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reducing the accuracy ot the record--and the second 

causes a wider spectral region to be scanned at each 

instant--decreasing the r~solution. The amplification 

normally used with single beam operation is such that the 

noise leTel in the system is the maximum permi~a1ble, an4 

any increase 1n amplification would make the record too 

erratic to be •err uaetul.. Therefore, the alit ·width mus1f 

be increased tor double beaa operation, with some relult

1g 1011 1n resolution.. • 

Strax 111ht oorrect1on J!1 l2Y. waTtltna»•· 

Because ot the yery low energy aTailable at the lower 

frequencies ot the potassium bromide priam resion, the 

str&7 light reaching the the~couple caused an appre

ciable error in the obserTed per cent tran~aaion. The 

obaerTed transmission ratio at any giYen trequencr can be 

reprea.-nted by 

'l's ())-· Is + 
'fb 

where the T's are obaerTed tranam1ss1ons, the l's are true 

transmissions ot light ot tht giTen trequency, subscripts 

s and b refer to sample ud blank, ~ Tb i the amount ot 

talse light reaohing the detector , and ~ is the traction 

ot ft Tb transmitted by the sample. 

Since most ot the talse light is ot tairly high 

trequency, due to the black body distribution curve, it 

was assumed that the light passing a lithium tluoride 
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plate (above 1500 c -1} would include virtually all ot \he 

false light, and none or the 118h't in the potasaiWil bro

mide region, and Tb were measured with a lithiumT8 

fluoride plate covering th• light path. Their ratio under 

these conditions is equal ~ ~ , b1oh was thus determined 

tor .several a~lea throughout the IBr region, The T&luea 

obtained were quite oonatant at 0.67. By. next eaaur1ng r 

Tb with and without a lithium fluoride plate in the liglit 

path, '~'bt/T~ : ~ TbfTb. = /3 , where '~'bt 1a the talae light 

tranamiaaion, waa oaloulated at various trequenoiea. It 

waa leas than 0,15· above 4~0 om-1, but increased verJ. 

ratio il l then 

tranamtasion 

Is · l /Ta c~.P)
I;. (1- /1 )\;;- ' 

This equation was used to correct obaer.ed transmission 

ratios at frequencies below about 700 oa-1, above which, 

the error was negligible. 

PRKPARA'l'IOH OJ' MATERIALS. The ~501 waa prepared 

by combining stoiohio etric amounts ot H2R4•B20 and c. P. 

h7drochlor1o ao1d. Two methods were uae4 to separate the 

salt from the water. In one, the .aolu.t1on was par1ifall.7 

evaporated in a vaou~ dea1ooator .over H2S04 until the 

solubility concentration was almost reached. An exoesa 

ot ethtl ~loohol was then added, whioh oauaed the aalt to 

http:obaer.ed
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precipitate. It was then t1ltered and was dried over 

H2so in a vacuum desiccator. Very tine crystals were
4 

obtained in this manner. Analysis of the c1· content 

agreed well with that predicted tor za5ol: found 

: 51.5~ ; calculated : 51.~. 

In the second method, the evaporation of the solu• 

tion was continued to dryness, and the resulting crystal

line solid was tuae4 tor about an hour at 105° to expel 

any excess or either reagent. After coolin&, it was 

ground to a tine powder with a mortar and pestle, and 

stored over H2so4 in a vacuum desiccator. The purit7 was 

verified by a melting point determination. 

The NZBsBr was obtained trom Dr. Max B. Williams. 

Its purity was checked by a determination or the ·melting 

point--8)0 0. It was stored under the same conditions aa 

was the chloride. 

B2D Cl and N2D Br were prepared by disaol?ing dry5 5
salt in D2o and evaporating over P205, and repeating until 

the theoretical deuteration exceed·ed 99.~. aaawning equi

libria between hydrogen and deuterium to be reached each 

time. This required tour to six· recrystallizations. Con

siderable care was taken to minimize exposure or the salt 

to the atmosphere in order to prevent exchange with water 

vapor with the consequent loss or deuteration. The deu

terated salta were stored 1n vacuum desiccators over P2o • 5
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s LE PREPARATION. In infrared spectroscopy, 

solid samples are best mounted between alkali halide 

plates. Both circular and square lates of NaCl, L1F 1 

and KBr; 7 millimeters thick and 6-8 square centimeters 

in area are available commercially. Each of' these mater

ials is particularly suitable tor certain spectral· regions ., 

being more transparent there than the others. The plates 

u t be kept polished to reduce light loss at the sur• 

faces; and 1r very thin samples are desired; the surfaces 

must be very flat. This is best accomplished by grind

ing on fine sandpaper, and then polishing on a pitch and 

rouge lap. A good test tor flatness is the appearance of' 

Newton's rings when two plates are pressed together. 

N2H5Cl samples were originally prepared by aking 

a mull ot the precipitated salt with either mineral oil 

or a fluorocarbon oil . As each or these has its own 

absorption bands• each was used principally tor the 

spectral regions in which it did not absorb . Best results 

were obtained by working the mull between the plates tor 

some time before making the run . 

Samples prepared in this manner were aat1atactory 

tor most ot the near infrared spectrum, but were almost 

opaque at the shorter waTelengths . This was thought to 

be due to light scattering at wavelengths ()-4 microns) 

comparable to the particle size of the l~le. 
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The low melting points of' the salts suggested the 

possibility ot producing very thin samples or pure oalt 

by fusing a small amount between rock salt plates in an 

oven.. In this way., a very thin capillary film. was p:ro-

duoed; with which quite satisfactory spectra we~e 

obtained. 

It was soon noted · that after removal trom the oven, 

the molten f'1lm trequently remained in a supercooled 8tate. 

~his could be verified by examining the sample between 

crossed polaroid lenses, for since the solid torta ot botb 

salts 1a un1ax1al, distinction between the solid and the 

isotropic 11qu1d was easy. The supercooled state could 

not be produced or maintained consistently, however, and 

no heated cell was available tor keeping the sample above 

the melting point. ConsequentlY; an attempt to cover the 

complete s:pec-erum with liquid samples was .abandoned 

shortly. In general• tlte few regions which wer.e so@Dned 

with liquid sa.mples oon:f'irmed the spectra obtained with 

aamplea which were in the orystalline state. 

The chloride samples were prepared betweett RaCl 

plates and moat of th work with t em was done by the 

singlEt beam method . The bromide Sanlplee were prepared 

between KBr pl ates . They were studied entirely by the 

double beam method• an4 th.e lower resolution is apparent 

in the ppeetra. The quantity or salt present was not 
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known tor any ot the samples, so that the observed 

intensities of the absor tion banda are significant only 

:for eonpariaon. 

The pre aration ot samples of the deuterated oom• 

pounds had to be made ve'ry caret\.llly and rapidly to avoid 

contaxdnation by hydrogen through exchange with. the atmod• 

phere . A number ot samples pr.e ared without su.ftioi·ent 

precaution in this respect gave very complicated Syectra, 

preswnably- due to ~~. n2v; and intermediate compounds. 

:then the hydrogen to deutE)rium ratio .becomes o large that 

bands clue. to hydrogen ar very noticeable in the a}Jectrum, 

the nwnber or different 1sot.opes present 1s considerable . 

So many different isotopic molecule contribute their 

individual spectra that the total result beoomea too 

compl1oat.ed to be usetal unless a very detailed and 

systematic study is macte~ 

http:compl1oat.ed
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RESULTS AND INTERPRET TION 

The spectra ot N2H5Cl, N2D5Cl and the corresponding 

bromides appear in tigures 1 and 2, and the frequencies 

ot the observed absorption maxima are listed in table l. 

Two obvious teatures are significant--the remarkable 

similarity ot the bromide spectra to the corresponding 

chloride s pectra, and the extreme breadth ot the banda 

from 2.500-3300 cm-1 in 2H5c1 and NiJ5Br and trom 

1900·2450 cm-1 in the deuterated compounds. 

The frequencies ot the absorption peaks in the 

chloride spectra are consistently higher than those ot the 

corresponding bromides--the ditterence averaging about ten 

wave numbers--indicating that the halogen atom exerts some 

intluence on the spectrum. However , the corresponding 

spectra ot the chlorides and bromides ar so nearlr 
I

identical, that the ionic structure ot both compounds 

seems to be confirmed. 

The extreme breadth ot the NH stretching regions 

is comparable with that observed in water b7 Oross , 

Burnhaa, and Leighton (2, pp . 1134-1147), and attributed 

by them to the varieties ot hydrogen bonding. That hYdro

gen bonding should exist in these ·oompounds seeaa not 

surprising, since 1n each N2ftJ ion, one nitrogen atom bas 

an extra hydrogen atom and the other has an unshared pair 

ot electrons. 'I'hus the bonding might be represented 
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TABLJ l 

INl"RAUD ASSORP't.rON MAXIMA 
J'OB ORYSTALLIHB lll'DRAZID ONORALIDES 

(cm.-1) 

Jlali;Ol. N2;s5~r N2D;Cl 

.,.,,, 
973 96S 

llOl 1095 
1124 1110 
1246 124) 

1417 1410 
1500 14.91 
1,84 1568 

· 16)8 1615 
1745 1725 
1970 19)0
2)50 2))0 
2585 2S7S 
2700 
Z8)0
296, 2690-)250 
)0)5
3125 
3245 

790 
805 

-940 . 
1000 
1041 
1100 
1133 
llSS 
1190 
lJSS 
1434 
15$)
1930 
2170 

2240 
'2)90 

2440 
2745 
28)0 
2985 

. )205 
3250 

(<415)
?80 
795 
9Ja 
998 

1045 
1095 
1l)J 

1185 
1375 
1420 
1550 
1925 

2)7S 

24)0 
27)0
2810 
)000
)195
32)0 



Figure .3. Hydrogen bonding between hydrazonium ions 
(schematic) 

\Z 

---
-- y-...._ 

Figure 4. Staggered structure of the hydrazonium ion 
with normal coordinates 
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schematically as in figure 3, where the dotted linea 

indicate hydrogen bonds. 

In order to facilitate the assignment of the 

observed frequencies ·, the Teller-Redlioh produot rule was 

employed·. For the calculation ot the m.oaents ot inertia-, 

the staggered configuration of the hydrazonium ion was 

assumed, with tetrahedral angles about the nitrogens·. 

Bond lengths used were: NN, 1·.4ol and NH, 1.0~ 

(11, PP•l64, 168). The moments of inertia about the prin• 

cipal axes in gram-cm2•1040 are: 

N2H 

Ix 

I 

7.55 

34•94 

·14'.99 

46.95 

Iz )6•13 49•37 

and the prinoipal axes are illustrated in figure 4. The 

Teller•Recllioh rule applied to all of the fundamental 

vibrations is 

This result requires all ot the trequenoy ratios 

except the NN stretch to ayerage considerably closer to 

the theoretical limiting :ratio (l/ f'2') than they do. The 

discrepancy can be blamed in part, at least, on the 
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hydrogen bonding, which is conducive to anharmonicity. 

The product TUle was also applied separately to 

the vibrations which are symmetric and antisymaetric with 

respect to the plane of symmetry. The resul.t was that the 

individual frequency ratios--with the exception ot the NN 

stretoh--DPst average the same 1n both casas, so this 

pro•ed no help in ~ins assignments. 

The fifteen f'undameutal vibrations to be expected 

may be accounted tor in the following way. There are five 

HB stretching modes and one NH stretching motion; there 

are three BNll bending modea at the NB~ group • and one mm 
bend at the NB2 groupJ there are two bendings of the NH) 

group and two ot the m2 group w1th respect to the NN 

bond; finally, there will be a low trequenoy torsional 

vibration ot the end groups about the bond if restric

ted rotation about that bond is assumed. 

Assuming the frequencies ot the various motions to 

be about the same as they are in other compounds involving 

similar bonds, the five NR stretches should be around 

))00 cm·l, the RN stretch about 1000 cm-1, the HNH 

bendings about 1600 om-1, the ben41ngs of the RH) ;nd 

NB2 groups between 1000 and 1600 ca-l, and the torsion at 

a very low trequency-•probably below 400 om·l. Although 

there oan be no exact degeneracy, the local srmaetry of 

the BB) sroup might be expected to cause near degeneracy 
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among some ot its modes, it that group is not too greatly 

influenced by forces trom the NH2 group and the lattice. 

From the ~onia symmetry (6, p .294), one degeneracy ot 

each motion ot the _NH! group is ~o be expected. There 

will then remain tour NH bands around ))00 cm-1, the 
1NN band at about 1000 om-1, three HNH bands near 1600 om.- , 

three bands due to NHj and BH2 group bendinga between 1000 

and 1600 om•1, and the torsion. 

Since the bromide spectra differ so little rroa 

those of the chloride, the latter only will be considered 

in discussing assignments. 

Tb.A..band at 973 om·l in 2H5Cl is correlated w1 th 

the 940 cm•1 band 1n N2D50l because ot the sharpness or 

both bands. Since it is the only strong band which does 

not undergo a large isotope shltt, it is identified with 

the stretch. 

The 2500•))00 cm·1 NB stretching region does not 

permit assignment ot individual modes. The bands between 
11000 and 1700 om- are assigned on the basis ot the iso

tope shitt and on the assumption that the frequencies or 
the BNH bendings are higher than those o.t the bendinga or 

the end groups about the NB bond. The selected frequen

cies are listed in table 2 with the Raman data or Edsall 

(), pp.22S•2)7) and Edsall and Soheinberg (4, pp. 520·525) 

tor comparison. The Raman bands at 1274 cm-1 and 153) om·l 
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TABLE 2 

COMPARIS<m OF INFRABED AND FBEQUENC! S 
OF HYDRAZINE 0 OCHLORID S 

(o -1) 

2Hscl 2D;Cl 
Vibration Infrared Raman Infrared Raman 

97) 965 940 94) 

RNN1 {1101 1107 {790 8)8
1124 805 

BNN 1246 1000 989 

1274 

RNR 1417. 1424 1100 1098 

BNH 1500 11)) 

15)) 

mm .1564 11;; 1158 

BHH 16)8 16)2 1190 1198 

19)0 

2700 2692 2170 2176 

2965 2963 2240 

. NH2 2)90)0)5 2354 

)125 

)197 2410 

)245 24.40 

)286 

1Ben41nga ot the end froupa about the NN bond.2The selection ot 1n4 ·v14ual fundamentals 1s not possible . 



were both reported as weak , and it is difficult to tell 

whethe:r they are to 'be 1dent11'1e4 with obserTed infrared. 

bands or regarded as dist1no~ modes . 

The correlation between the infrared and Raman 

frequencies is satistaot.ory 1n some cases , but tor ma117 

frequencies . the discrepancy oleaJ:tly exceeds the exper1• 

mental errors. An explanation tor this is the different 

physical sta.tes of the samples. · In aqueous solution , 

hy4roaen bonding oould take place to water, 1n which cas• 

the vibration trequenc1es would be altered. · In the solid 

state, it is shown that the identitJ ot the halosen atom 

attects the spectrum., however slightly, which should not 

be true in aqueous solution, and it may be assumed that 

the neighboring hyarazon1um ions in the latt1oe exert a 

d1tterent ettect than in solution, when they are turtbe.r 

rem.oved. 

Beoau.se the nwaber ot bands observed 1n the intra

red spectr~ corresponds reasonably well ith the number 

expeote4, the lack ot bettel' agreement between the two 

sets ot data 1s not taken as evidence of higher syaetry 

tor the hycb•azonium ion. 

'lt was decided that. the band at 495 om- 1 in the 

bro~de spectrum was not due to a molecular vibration 

because 1 t was absent in the spectrum ot a .st,tperoooled 

molten S8lllple which was. observed on one occasion. 

http:Beoau.se
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It is thought to be due to . a lattice vibration. 

The bands at 1745 cm·l and 1970 cm-1, along with 

those above 2450 cm-1 in the deute:r~ted compounds, are 

believed. to be combinations or ove:rtones, although the 

latter bands 1118.1' be due to lUI stretching resulting trom 

incomplete deuteration. 

Certain turther experiments suggest themselYes trom 

the results obtained here. BY . the use ot a heated c~ll in 

whioh samples could be maintained in the liquid state, 

bands resulting trom lattice vibrations could be recog

nized • . Als.o, it the bands above 2450 cm.·l in the . spectra 

ot the deuterated compounds are NH stretching bands, 

variat1on in the degree of deut.era'bion should disclose 

this and provide a means of obtaining the rtbration :fre

quencies ot the 1nd1Yidual RH stretching motions. 

Frequen~ies obtained 11:1 this manner .have the advantage 

that the motions are relatively tree ot the effects or 
. . 

intermolecular Y1b.rat1on coupling (7, pp.918·919). 
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SUMMARY 

The infrared absorption spectra or crystalline 

hydrazine monochloride~ hydrazine monobromide and ' the 

corresponding deuterated compounds have been obtained tor 

the region 3-20 microns. The spectra of the chloride and 

bromide are almost ideD,~ical, indicating that the balo&ell 

atoms exert little influence on the spectrum of the solid, 

aad that the effective absorbing structure is the hydra

zonium ion. There is apparently strong hydrogen bonding 

in the~e salts, as evidenced by very broad bands in the 

NH and ND stretching rectons. 

The results ot applying the Teller-Redlicb product 

rule to the isotope shirt 1nd1cate that the molecular 

vibrations are quite anb.araonic. The hydrogen bonding is 

probably largely responsible for this. 

Identtf1cat1on and assignment or most ot the 

fundamental bands has been made. 
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